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CHAPI'ER I 
INTRODuctION 
the purpose of this study is to trace the development of Portland's public 
secondary-school guidance programs from their origin to the present time. 
Emphasis nUl be placed on the general organization of the Gifted Child ryrogram. 
The problem to a very considerable extent is one of distinguishing and 
evaluating the influence of the guidance program on the school system am the 
curriculum, s.m of reporting the experiences of the school system in experiment-
ing, evaluating, revising, and permanently establishing an instructional 
program for gifted and talented boys and girls. It is an appraisal of the 
guidance program to determine wherein it could be improved. The guidance 
program was studied in relation to the facilities available, organization, 
teacher cooperation, administrative support, student partiCipation, effective-
ness, and benefits to the students. In addition, an attempt is made to identifJ 
inadequacies in the present program and to recommend improvements in the light 
of current educational thinking. The development of the enrichment program was 
studied in relationship to several considerntionsJ '!'he desire of the system to 
improve its provisiOns for the gifted, and. to provide each child with the 
appropriate education for satisfactory living, so that he lo.Till learn what he 
should, -vmat he can, and that he will have a chance to learn the satisfaction 
that comes from maxi.mum performance according to his ability. 
Ever} school should have a definite gu~.dance program offering coordinated, 
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well-planned, and tunetional pupil personnel services, set forth eo that the 
teachers, the pupils, and the canmunity know of its existence and operation. Tc 
JnIU'l'Y schools this has become quite a problem. Many schools have railed to set 
up definite programs. As a result, they have lost much of the effectiveness of 
the unorganized program which they were following. For a guidance program to 
be ef"tecti va , it must have the support of the teachers, students, and the 
community. The teachers should understand the purpoaes and aims of a definite 
program. In turn, they can pass this information on to the pupils, who will 
carry it home to their parents. It might be said that a definite program 
creates the publicity which it needs to be effective. It shows the pupils and 
teachers the goal and purpose of such a program and helps them to 'WOrk in 
1:ls.nDony to attain that goal. In the schools today, more and more educators are 
accepting the concept that the school can be a valuable aid in adjusting the 
individual to meet life's problems. 
Every pupil in the school will sometime need certain services of the 
guidance program. The tendency in some schools is to regard the guidance 
program as a medium for restoring delinquent pupils to the status of good schooJ 
and cClllDlUnity citizenship. This is regrettable in that the so-called "normal" 
boy and girl deserve much more attention trom the counselor than they usually 
recei.,.. Each pupil needs to learn about his own assets and limitations and to 
make a variety of adjustments baaed upon a knowledge of himself. He needs 
information about subjects, curriculums, occupational opportunities, and college 
requirements. The normal child, no less frequent than the "problem" child, 
needs assistance in meeting personal problems and in making important choices. 
All pupils are entitled to these counseling services in di.'t"ect proportion to 
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their p<:!rticular need. To be sure, some of these services are adjustive in 
character, but they have the same therapeutic value for the pupil ,·lhose problem 
stems from an actual maladjustment. 
As our society becomes more complex, the individuaPs needs become more 
infinite, and because of specialization needed to perform the daily tasks of 
the job it is important that the individual t s inherent differences be known as 
early as possible. The sohool plays a large part in disoovering academic, 
personality, capability and sooial differences. Therefore, it is in the sohool 
that a plan must be roade for the reoognition and controlling of qualities which 
make one person different from another. This dissertation is ooncerned with 
the development of these plans, and the organization of the program for the 
Gifted. 
It is worthy of note that Portland's total educational development parallel 
the growth of our nation from a primitive, pioneering, agrioultural stage to 
the highly urbanized and oomplex oivilization of today_ From the crude log 
cabin where the Three R's were taught, to the present modern, scientifio 
org~L1ization with equipment 'Valued in the millions of dollars, is indeed a 
remarkable transformation. 
Roeber Erickson and Smith inolude as certain basio assumptions wi.th respec1 
to guidance programs that: 
1. ETery pupil in all sohools will at some time need the service of an 
organized guidance program. 
2. Guidance services :must be provided in accordance ,,11th the speoifio 
needs of the pupils in that oommuni ty • 
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3. The cooperatiTe efforts of administrators and sWf members are 
essential to tbe development of an effective guidance program. 
4. Developing a guidance program requires the selection of a definite 
starting point. 
,. The scbool muat discover and draw into tbe program all the worth-
while guidance activities alrea~ being carried on in the scbool. 
6. The suocess of the guidance program will be conditioned by the 
conpetency ot counselors, the contribution ot utilization ot 
community resources. 
7. The practices, procedures, tools, and techniques employed in the 
guidance program must be adapted to the training and ability of 
the guidance workers who are to make ue ot them.. 
8. Every statt member mwst haTe a reasonable understanding and 
appreciation ot the practices, procedures, functiOns, and 
objecti'V88 ot the guid&n.ce program. 
9. The gu.idance program must be contiuuoualT evaluated in terma of 
preparation and attitude of start members, administrative support, 
the effectivene8s of the guidanoe 8ervices, and the adequacy ot 
1 
physical and personnel facilities. 
It 18 necessary tor some one individual to see the need, take the initia-
tiTe and point the way tor the administration and teachers ot the system to 
lor'r.iRtion and Administration ot O\lidance Services, Edward C. Roeber, 
Clittord~ Erickson and dtenn E. Smith; (New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
1955), pp. 2-4. 
tollow when the establishment of a guidance program ia needed. Eriokson and 
Smith have reterred to this subjeot in this wq: Guidance services are clearly 
emerging u essential parts of everY' eduoational a.ctivity_ As the school 
ourriculWll expands, the need tor oareful selection beoomes more complex, the 
need tor information about that society becomes more acute. As teachers 
attempt to incl1.vidualize instruction, they need more and more information about 
pupils. As we encourage youngsters to become more selt-directive, their need 
tor information about themselves beoomes more evident. Because ot these and 
many' other similar tactors, school administrators are recognizing the vital 
2 
role ot a program of guidance services. 
The United States baa made tremendous progress in the direotion of making 
education universally available, but is still falling a bit short of the ideal 
ot making eduoation as rich, as continuous and as effioient as possible tor 
eaoh individual. The ideal of universal education is to provide the most 
appropriate education for each child; but the task ot providing eduoation tor an 
ever increasing number of students has tended to result in an emphasis on the 
average, or below average student without adequate provision for individual 
d1tferences. 
Speoial funds have been appropriated for the education ot the mentally and 
ph¥'sioally handicapped pupil, but in m&ll1 cues limited or no special provision 
has been made for the gifted child. However .. the emerging philosophy that 
education must be concerned with each individual and with all kinds of growth 
in each individual demands that apecial attention be gi van to the gifted. 
2 ~., p. 1. 
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At the present time .. ma.l\'r school. throughout the country are adjusting 
their programs to tit the needs and capacities ot the girted children. The 
Portland Public Schools in Portland, Oregon .. started its present gifted child 
program in 1953. 
By "gUted ohildren tf 1s meant those who test 1'III1ch above average on 
standardized scales tor the maaurement of intelligence, and also those who 
test much above average on scales tor the measurement of the special talents. 
In the past, and to a degree now, the highly gifted children were likely 
to be regarded with tolerance or &S an unnatural phenomenon to be ignored. 
Magazines pictured them with nearsigh1ied eye. peering through thick-lensed 
glasses. This attttuda, Leta Hollingsworth believed, was the reflection of 
widespread resentment of the more able by the less able. Gifted children whose 
creativeness places them tar above the rank ot the average child are likely to 
be resented. 
Early in the history of education there were strong implications that 
gifted children were emotionally UD8ta.ble. The roots ot this attitude lie deep 
in the history ot philosophy and psychology. There haa been some speculation 
as to the relationship between genius and instability as tar back as 450 B.C. 
This problem va. realized by Socrate ... nellocritus, Plato, Aristotle, and 
Seneca. Science turned its attention to the question with the birth of 
pSY'Chiatl"y. In 18,9 .. Moreau de Tours wrote tbs first psychiatric treatise on 
the problem, and Lombroso made it a celebrated theme of controversy throughout 
the scientific world. 
However, Paul Witty, William Lewis, and Lewis M. Terman have round evidence 
that girted children are not emotionally unstable. They tind that. gitted 
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ohildren are equal, or superior, t.o the general population in degree of emotion 
al maturity, number of behanor problems and abilit.y to adapt to oonditions 
which they oannot ohange. They also indicated that the gU'ted ohild usually hal 
a superior body' and mind. This phy'sioal vitality and mental ability help them 
oope with strains and st.resses. He is better equipped t.o oorrect undesirable 
emotional oonditions or personality treads. 
At the same time, there is evidence t.hat man;r gifted children experience 
serious difticulties in meeting lite situationa becauae sooial and emotional 
mat.urity are not inherent in giftedness. Their high intelligence gives t.hem 
1naights that are helpful in solving problems, but otten 18 the source ot a keel 
sensitivity that compels them to tace problema not ordinarily met by average 
children. 
The gifted child would encounter few ot these difficulties, it oonditions 
in the home, the sohool, and the community were always ta'V'Orable tor t.heir 
opt.1mwn development. But the needs ot the g1f'ted are not adequately _t, and 
conditloJlll are obviously not ideal. This indicate. a great need tor expert 
direotion. 
In general, t.he 1I08t important kind ot counae ling tor gitted ohildren is 
that. in whioh the children and. adolescents develop an understanding of' them-
selves and their relation t.o society. Through skillful "aelt-directive" 
counseling they may acquire a senae ot social responsibilit.y tor their gUts. 
This child, to attain his best mental health, lINst have wholesome, 8atistying 
human relations and socially acceptable att.itudes toward himself and his tellow 
man. 
Concern tor t.he educat.ion ot gU'ted ohildren is not. new. At least since 
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the time of Plato, educators have been concerned with how to provide a suitable 
education for the glfted child. In spite of this long-time concern, little has 
been done systematical1\Y to build educational programs which will challenge the 
superior child. Up to the twentieth century, the gifted child was the most 
neglected in our schools. This may be attributed to a philosophy that favors 
group instruction and the feeling that the superior child can get along with or 
without instruction. However, the emerging philosophy that education must be 
concerned with each individual and with all kinds of growth in each individual 
demands that special attention be given to the gifted. 
A large proportion of the potential abilities of gifted individuals is 1081 
to society through misuse, underuse, or underdeveloIJDent. This waste of talent 
has probably been greater than the loss suffered fran the waste of our natural 
resources. Some of this waste is caused by economic barriers to educational 
and vocational opportunities. Another cause is the so~ial attitudes that tend 
to lower both incentive and opportunity for gifted children of famUies with 
low socio-economic status. There is some loss from mental illness and 
emotional maladjustment. Also, human talent is wasted because the schools fail 
to identif.y some of the gifted children. 
It is genera~ agreed that identifying the gifted child as early in his 
life as possible is highly desirable from the standpoint of both the full 
development of abilities and his personal adjustment. Even Plato tried ways of 
identifying the intellectually gifted so they could be educated for leaders in 
his Utopian state. He concluded that some method must be devised for identify-
ing the gifted while they are still children. 
Discovering giftedness in children 1s the responsibility of parents, 
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teacilers, school administrators, physj.cians, guidance counselors, and all ot.hers 
who live a..'1d work with children. 
In cieveloping a program for the identification of talented pupils, all 
existing sources of information should be carefully e:xa.m1ned. These will mclue ~ 
school record cards, aneodotal materials, medical and psychologi.ca.l reports, 
guidance folders, case studies, sohool leadership records and home background 
data. Once the child has been identified, a further analysis of this material 
can provide m.a.ny clues to his speoial abilities, personality, and background. 
Teacher-judgment should play an important part in identifying gifted 
children. On the other hand, Wi tty found that teachers' judgments are often 
faulty. They are inclined to evaluate a child in terms of his school achieve-
ment. Also, teachers tend to underestimate the ability of the gifted child 
because they overlook the fact-or of chronological age. However, the use of 
teacher-judgment can be an important aid to identifying superior children when 
a teacher is gi van specifio instructions for selecting gifted pupils and when 
her judgment is used to supplement other means of j.dentification. 
The teacher, next to the parent, exerts the most important personal 
influence on the developnent of gifted children. What kind of a person should 
this teacher be? In the first Quiz Kids radio program contest on "The Teacher 
Who Has Helped Me Most," fourteen thousand letters were subnitted by pupils in 
grades one to twelve. The following traits were observed and are listed in the 
order of their frequency' 
1. Cooperative, democratic attitude. 
2. Kindliness and consideration for the indiVidual. 
J. Patience. 
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4. Wide interest. 
;;. Pleasing peraonal appeararan.oe and manner. 
6. Fairness a.ud impartiality_ 
7. Sense ot humor. 
8. Good disposition and oonsistent beha.vior. 
9. Interest in pupils t pJ:1 oblems. 
10. Flexibility. 
11. Use of reoognition and praise. 
12. Uuu.ual proticiency in teaohing a. particular subject. 
Summarized, these traits indicate that a teacher ot gifted children will 
be a we1l-adjuated adult, being in part the inst.ruotor, the tellow-learner, the 
psychologist, the mental hy'gien1st, the cOllmlUnity work8I*, the oounselor, the 
speoialist 1n method, and the sympathetiC, understanding friend. 
Tbere i8 no best W&Y' to provide an eduoation for the mentally superior 
ohild. There are tour types or organization used today in the elementary 
sohools. These are acceleration, speoial cluses, enrichment, and grouping or 
a oombination of methods. 
The lirat reoognition of the gUted child was to acoelerate h1m. As early 
as 1901, San Franoisco worked out the assignment ot individual work to the 
superior student. in an attempt to let him progress at his own rate and 
permitted him. to skip grades. Acoeleration today i8 mostly a means ot moving 
a child .tram one lewl ot instruction t.o another.. but only atter he baa mastered 
the work ot the level trom whioh he is moving. Thia 18 ponible onl,y when the 
olusroom iuatruction 18 autticiently dUteranttated to permit one child to 
proceed ahead ot the group_ 
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There baa been much controversy about the advantages and disadvantages of 
acceleration. However, Terman, Prossey, Keys, Hollingworth, and others find 
that ohildren of a 13, I.Q., or higher, should be promoted suttioiently to 
permit college entranoe by the age of seventeen at the latest. 
In the early attempts to meet the individual needs of the gifted ohild, 
the special alass was just a method of acoeleration. Now, many psychologists 
and. eduoators are of the opinion that in schools large enough to organize them, 
the special class is the most efficient and effective prooedure. Some of the 
benefits of a speoial class arel 
1. It offers opportunity for children to work at the level of their 
abilities. 
2.. It prevents the formation of bad habits, prevents the waste of time, 
deYelopment of carelessness and resultant 108s of interest. 
3. It adapts itself to the sponsoring of special aptitudes and 
interests. 
4.. It insures normal progress through the grades. 
5. It prevents the dislike of school and sooial maladjustment. 
6. It offers the challenge of work with intellectual peers. 
7. It makes possible the oaretu.l selection of teachers best suited 
for instruc1iion of the gifted. 
8. It insures higher standards of achievement. 
Some .teachers object to the gifted children leaving the classroom for these 
classes. They claim the special clus is not a real life situation and that 
there is a possibility ot the ohild beooming oonceited. 
ODe of the best arguments 111 ta'YOr of speoial. classes is the fact that 
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there can be acceleration without the skipping ot grades. It 18 true that these 
cluses are not the only way to provide tor the gifted pupil, but it is one ot 
the ways culled out ot the various experimenta that have preceded it, and ottere 
what appears to be a solution usable in a regular elementary school, acceptable 
to the community, and profitable to all tha children concerned. 
A program ot enrichJr..ant should perfldt each student to delve more deeply 
into his fields ot special interest. and to give creative e.xpresaion to his 
particular talents J but it should alao guide him to explore a wide variety of 
both intellectual and non-intellectual activities. 
An adequate program ot en:t'ichment necessitates adding content to existing 
curriculum. and also extending the child's sphel.4 e of activity from the clusroom. 
into the total school progra and comJlWlity. It should meet the individual 
needa and 1nterests of the child and should be geared both to his experiential 
level and his social a.nd emotional level. The tea.cher and administrator must 
search tor new content. and new activity, as zoore ot the same is not the a.J1SWr 
to the problem ot enrichment. 
To deYelop the whole child to his fullest capacities, to utilize allot 
his talent., and to evolve satisfying selt-realization is the trend in all 
education today. In keeping with this philosop~ the enrichment programs have 
been created to provide for the needs of the gilted ohild. Sometimes this is 
doDe in t.he regu.l8l' classrooms, sometimes in a speoial clus. In other 
situations, extra-curricular act.ivities, hobby olubs, and other projects are 
utilized. 
Several difterent plans ot making spaoial provisions tor gifted children 
lare now in use in 8cb.ools and oolleges throughout the nation. Each plan difters 
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somewhat from the others, but all are f'oaused upon the gifted child', adequate 
growth for satisfying self'-realization and service to society. 
CleTeland, Ohio Schools made provision for their gifted children as early 
as October, 1921. The vloman's City Club sponsored the "major wox-k" project and 
through their lunds, put"chased extra books and equipment., f'inanced ma.t'll' tield 
trips, provided transportation tor needy' studen1;s, and gave many hours ot their 
time to oement conmnmity interest in the classes. Sooial studies furnished the 
core of the program. Students became familiar witt;. the history and evolution 
ot civilized man. Drill subjects were Ub"U&lly done on an individual buis. 
Science and biograp~ were also a part of' the curriculum. These clusss were 
large at first, but they proved inefficient, and the Sih of the present class 
is twenty to twentT-five students. This has proftn to be the most affective 
class size :Cor the best results. Tests showed 'i,;hat these students were 
academioally above the normal. In the opinion of the teaohera, the ohiet 
commendation ot the class was the progress in imagination, initiative, re-
sourcefulness and civic responsibility. The students themselves were satisfied 
with being in these cluses, but their chief' criticism. was of being deprived of' 
social contacts with average children. Also, they felt the need for more 
vocational guidance. 
Los Angeles, in the aame year that Cleveland launched it-s "major Work" 
~roject-8, amblished the "Opport.unity Clus." The sWf had been experimenting 
since 1915 to det.ermine the best method to care for their gifted ohildren and 
had round that enriohment. was the best anner to their needs. The prinoipal 
reqQested the formation of such a class if there were a sutfieient number ot 
gitted children 1n hie sehool, or within easy transportation" distance. 
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Approoximately' thirty pupils bad to available, testing 125 I. Q. or more. In 
these "Opportunity Class.s," there were no formal lesson aasignmeuts, DO formal 
recitatiollS, but there ware defined individual goals in a purposeful plan 
built around a central theme for cooperative research. Attar all these years 
of experience, the curriculum in the Los Angeles special classes is more a 
matter ot method tban a clJance in .ubject mettler or materials. The dUference 
from the average cl .. s lies in the students' consistent and constant search for 
meanings and relationships. 
Professor lAtta Hollingworth started her work with gifted children in 
collaboration with Dr. Jacob 'l'heobald of Public School No. 165 in New York City. 
They experimented with how to educate gifted children and to study them to gain 
int'ormation u to their nature. TheY' kept careful records of soctal, phy'aical, 
and educational progress made by these children. Hollingworth found that 
aooeleration on grade placement was no answer tor the gifted child and that 
enrichment ... required to secure soc1&l17 adequate individuals. She asserted 
that the real adYantages were in the greater opportunities tor scholutic 
experiences ot cultural enrichment. 
The educator. in Appleton, Wisconsin did not subscribe to the usual accepte 
methods of educating the gifted child. Their emphasis wu upon the encourage-
ment of germ.iDely purposeful hobby club, both inside and outside the clusroom. 
0nl.7 thos. pupils who maintained a high standard in their classrooms were 
eligible to belong. A school spirit of unity and a high degree of social 
responsibilitY' bas developed as a result ot the club program. School discipline 
probl .. d.1m1n1ahed. Active minds were occupied, the curriculum was enriched 
tor the entire school, and a social intelligence was tostered among the gifted 
1, 
leaders. 
In Detroit, Michigan the administration of special cwses wu determined 
in each school by the oonditions peculiar to each, according to the school's 
general organization aud building enrollment. 
In one school, the group remained in. their own classrooms two or three 
times a week, except for special activities. A second school, operating on a 
platoon sJ"l!ft,em, formed six sections of three halt grades who did t.heir academic 
work separately, but were with the rest of the school in play and auditorium 
actintie.. A third group had major work activities guided bY' the regular 
olusroom. teaoher ill the classroom organization. Every effort was made to give 
the g1.tted child a sease of belonging to the school as a whole, and to keep him. 
an integral part of its operation. 
Hunters Cotlege in Nev York Cit,.. set up an element&r7 school in 1941 u an 
experiment for the education of the gU'ted. This school is now known 
internationally as a laboratory tor the studT of gUted children. It has served 
u a eenter of Wormation about the gifted, &8 a training center tor teacbars 
ot the gttted, and u a source of assistance to other institutions working 
toward the same goals. 
'l'b.e preaent claim is in brief: Mental17 gUted boys and girls deser" a 
special kind ot schooling that is worthy ot their gttts, training t.hat will 
furnish incentives to develop their speoial oapacities to the highest degree, 
a favorable olimate for early exercise of creative energies and the expansion 
of superior autal powers, and an environment oonducive to insightful learning 
and experimentation in aocordanoe with the gifted ohild's mental level and rate 
ot mental growth. There is no more important task tor the schools than to make 
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provision tor the education of the intellectually elite among the nation'. 
children. 
The re80urces used for rq review of literature on the g1tted were: 
Literature on the gitted child, local. literature &8 issued by the Portland 
Gifted Child Project, and interviews with the personnel of the Portland GUted 
Child Project. 
Some books of great. length have been written about the principle. of 
guidance. Reference 18 made to the Bibliograp'h7 ot Selected Publications for 
Referral found in the appendix. Notwithstanding this, the development of a 
plan call. tor additional investigation ooncerning the tolloving opposing vieWs, 
The broad versus the lbdted viewpoint, the trained specialist veraua the 
ordinary teacher, the progressive versus the conservative philosophy. All that 
can be dona here is to set torth a tew points of view upheld by nrious 
gu.idan.ce experts. TheM points ot view, when held almost univerolly for some 
time, become principles. The list of principles expressed in a bulletin of the 
Department ot Education ot the state ot Washington states: 
1. Each (school) _st build its own program, utilizing its own 
offerings to meet ita own particular needs. 
2. It (the guidance program) must be a gradual outgrowth rather than 
a sudden deTe lOp1'Q8llt • 
.3 • It Mll8t represent the oonscious organized effort ot the entire 
taculty_ 
4. The various members (of the taculty) will make contribution in 
their own specialized tields. 
5. There must then be integration of all those guidance services. 
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6. fbe student.s themaelws must have some part in the actual building 
and administration ot this work. 
7. It must be, first to last, a dynamiC, moving influence. 
8. Guidance 1s something we are trying to do ~ our students J not 
somethiq that we are trying to do tor or to them. 
- -
9. It is an INDIVIDUAL not a 14A.SS service. 
10. It 1s a science as well as an ART. 
11. Bookkeeping is necessary as a means to an end, but a school may 
have an elaborate aywtem of bookkeeping and stl11 have little or 
no real guidance.3 
I.e Fever, 'turrell, and Weitzel divide the principles ot guidance into 
three groups summed up as tollovs: 
1. Pr1noiples relating to basic assumptions. 
2. Principles relating to outcomes projected tor the student. 
3. Prinoiplea relating to the impleusnting ot guidance. 
In the first group, according to section headings, the prinCiples aret 
1. Ou.1danoe is a lifelong process. 
2. The guidance servioe should be extended to all, not siapl;y to the 
obviously maladjusted. 
3. "Guiding" is the absence of data 1s quacker;y. 
lplamdng a ProE- ot ~i~ School Clu.idance, Bulletin Ho. 111. The Vital 
Spark in \be auIdiiiCe Program, Ot"ym.pli, vaihlngton, Department ot Edu.catlon, 
High School Div., March 26, 1935), p. 10. 
4 4. Speoial training is needed to do guidance work. 
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Certain practices in rna:DiY of our schools do not compare favorably' with the 
principles so simply' stated. Ou.id&nce stops when the pupil lea,"s school, and 
no other agency i8 prepared to oarryon. All the time of counselors, in some 
cues, is taken up by a relati,"ly small group of poorly reared and poorly 
adjusted youngsters. Few schools have records complete enough to esoape the 
impl1eation ot the third section heading; and, certainly there are so few 
trained workers and so man;r pupils to be guided that prinoiple four must be 
mlated at almost every turn. 
In the second group, principles relating to outcomes are the following: 
1. Ou.idanoe seeks to assist the individual in becoming progressively' 
more able to guide himself. 
2. ProTision JIlUIR be made tor all interrelated aspects of guidance. 
3. Aq upeet ot guidance may serve as an avenue ot approval, or tneans 
ot developing rapport. 
4. Each student should haYS 80me one indiT1.dual in the school who is 
responsible tor his guidance. 
!>. A code ot ethics should be vigorously observed by the guidance 
5 
worker. 
The principles relating particularly to the implementing ot guidanoe are: 
4Principles and TeeMi!!.s ot Ou.idanoe, D. Welty 18 Fever, Archie M. 
Turrell, ana Henr7!. weitze (New York, Roiiald Press Company, 1941), pp. 31-
.36. 
5 ~., pp. 37-42. 
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1. Ou.idanoe acti'f1.ties are ot two kinds; group and individual--not 
all workers are equally competent in both fields. 
2. When two or more individwlls are engaged in guidance, lome one 
should "head-up" the work. 
). Ol11dance workers should be usigned to students on some detini te 
basis. 
4. Acqua.1ntance with all available guidance agencies or services is 
essential to the oounselor. 
5. Lines of promotion should be from teaoher to guidance worker to the 
6 higher and highest administrative positions. 
These principles are likely to require revision, because the schooa 
them.aelws muat progress. An important motivating foroe tor the progre.s of 
guidanoe i. the prinoiple that guidance work should form. an important liDk in 
tbe cb.ain of promotion. 
'!'he Soope ot this I~ baa been limited by related mat,erial available. 
It .. ne ... sary to obtain data through professional meetings, memberships in 
State and National organizations, field trips, and private interviews with 
experienced guidance and gifted child personnel. 
The procedure which wu to llowed in the presentation of this inve8tigatio 
was to trace the history ot Portland IS Guidance Programs from their origin to 
the present time, to discuas the service.. the duties and responsibilities ot 
administrators, coun.selors, and clusroom teachers, and the functional 
6Ibid., pp. 43-51. 
-
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activities pertaining to the service, including individual inventory and 
cumulative records, occupational and educational intormation, the placement 
funotion, and tollow-up activity. A study was made of the adequacy of the 
facilities for carrying on the programe, and ot the qualitiaatioTl8 of staff 
members. An endeavor wu made to present the development ot the Portland 
Gifted Child Program, and to show the importance of distinguishing between 
what was considered to be worth-while and what was obsolete. The report shows 
that the changes whioh were put in motion have not stopped--it will be a 
continual process of betterment and improvement. 
The guidance programs for the gifted child, as described in this study, 
are limited to the Portland area, thereby presenting local solutions (partial 
solutions) to m&l'Iy existing problems, and at the same time limited more or 
les8 to local conditions. These progra:ms can be expected to undergo constant 
developnent in the tuture. T'b.ey are permanent features of the instructional 
program, and whatever change is 'brought about in the near tuture will probablY' 
be in the torm of expansion and refinement. 
CHAPTER II 
THE GUIDANJE PROGRAM 
There have been many definitions of guidance.. Some i:efinitions are made 
that encompass the whole gamut of living, while other8 seem to hit only a 
narrow sep.ent in the lite ot an individual. Some of the definitions are as 
tollowsl 
"Guidance is the process of helping individuals discover, understand, &ftd 
so 1 ve their problema." 
rtOuidance 1s the process of acquainting the individual with the various 
ways in which he lIl&T discover and use his natural endowments, so that he may 
live and make a living to the best advantage to himaelf and to society." 
The National Vocational Guidance Assooiation has defined guidance as the 
process of assisting the individual: 
1. to select, 
2. to prepare for, 
J. to enter, and 
4. to progress in a vocation .. 
One definition which seems to me an adequate frame or reference as to what 
guidance is: 
"Guidance is a continuing process of helping bo18 and girls to help them-
selves, through discovery, understanding, and using their potential to the 
tullest. By so doing, the individual is helped to make the maximum 
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contribution to himself and to society." 
Ouidance should help a person to live adequately at any age and get ready 
for the nen age 10 
An adequate and workable ooncept of guidance could be outl1ned like thu: 
1. Ou.iciance is not a subject to be taught. 
2. Qu.ldance is not the use of tests to tell students what they 
should do. 
l. Ou.idance is a aervice aimed at the proper adjustment of young 
people as well a. taking a look into the probable future of 
theae young people in advanoed education, business and industry-. 
4. Qu.1.da:Ace is a point-ot -rlew--an emphasis in eduoation which tried 
to understand the individual student and to help the individual 
understand himself. 
S. Ouidance tries to provide opportunities for experiences which 
will enable the youngster to develop his potentialities to the 
utmost. 
6. '!'he traiMd guidance worker can assist the youngster and his 
parents in getting together intormatioll necessary to making 
suitable plans, and, in. dOing, thia the guidance worker renders 
a very worthwhile service. 
1. Ouidance does not take from the pupil the responsibility tor 
seleoting goals and rooking plans towards such goab. 
e. Ouidance assista the youngster by every possible means to progress 
in the direction of being able to make wise plans for himself. 
9. There is no dictation in guidance--no prescription lCl"iting. 
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10. There i8 no pigeonholing of youngsters and forever labeling 
bo"s and girls Where there is a well-organized guidance progt'am. 
There 18 a distinction between the definitions eidanoe and I!lidance 
Foe-am. It 1.s important to recognise that a gu.idanoe E0SX:- dU"fers from 
guidance in that it is a set ot servioes whioh provide opportunities for the 
attainment of the guidance objectives. 
The first questions confronting the pioneer in guidance probably were: 
What is the advantage ot this new program? What good will it do? Is this 
just another tad? It is actually worth considering? How can we eliminate 
contusion? The a:nswer to these questions was established by observing the 
benefits as they vere recei'nld by t.he individual students, teachers, and the 
col'lJl!lUDi t7 as a whole. 
Students may justly anticipate better personal, social, and economic 
adjustment. By taking the ind1vichlal and measuring his aptitudes, abilit.ies, 
at.titudes, lim1tatioDS, interesta, opportunities, experiences, and problems 
through the basic tunctiou ot the guidance program--the individual in'nlntory, 
occupational and educational information, counseling, exploratory and training 
opportunities, placement (detined as satisfactory adjustment to the next 
step), tollow-up, coordination ot home and the cOl'lll'm1nity agenCies, and services 
to teachers--we have a functional guidance program. 
A functioning guidance program is better able to help the students with 
such problema, as Jones olassUies into the following areas and conditions in 
his Principles ot Quidance & 
Problem Areas and Conditions 
1. Health and physical development 
Conditiona 
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a. Pb;v's1oa1 detects--sight, hearing, speech, deformitY' 
b. InabilitY' to excel in athletics 
c. Lack of physical coordination 
d. Lack of physical vigor 
e. Ma.lDllt;r1tion 
t. Physical unattractiveness 
g. Sickness 
h. Undersize or owrsize 
2. Home and family' relationship 
Conditions 
a. Dominance ot parents 
b. Lack ot control by' parents 
c. 1aok of home fellowship 
d. Broken homes--death, divoroe, separation 
e. Home dutias--too few or too many' 
f. Jealously or friction among children 
g. Non-wholesome home oonditions--pbysical, social moral 
h. DisapprOving fami1.7 
1. Laok of cooperation with school 
.3 • Leisure time 
Conditions 
a. Lack ot interest in sports and games 
b. Inability because of poor health or physical handicaps 
to engage in sports 
c. Limited resouroes for enjoyment 
d. Laok of interest in reading 
e. Lack ot skill in handicraft 
4 • Personality 
Conditions 
a. Extreme sensitiveness 
b. Shyness 
c. Lack ot aggressiveness 
d. Strong aversions 
e. Selt confidence or its lack 
t. Excessive conceit, egotism 
g. Carles.ness 
h. Inability to get along with people 
i. Delusions 
j. Lack of sportsmanship 
k. Interiority oomplex 
1. Superiority complex 
m. Lack of social mindedness 
n. Emotional instability 
5. Religious lite and church aftiliations 
Conditions 
a. Religious doubts and conflicts 
b. Extreme religious attitude ot parents 
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c. Conversion 
d. Excessive religious act.ivity 
e. Apparent conflict between science and religi on 
6. School 
Conditions 
a. Budgeting time 
b. lnef'f'ecti va study babi ts 
c. Lack of applicat.ion 
d. Lack of' independence 
e. Too much help gi van by teacher 
f'. Lack of' interest in school work 
g. Feeling of boredom 
h. Inability to see value in certain subjects 
i. Fear of' f'ailure 
j. Unwillingness to put forth effort 
k. Dislike for teacher or for school 
1. Too long assignments 
m. Impatience with slower pupils 
n. Poor study conditions in school or at home 
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o. Lack of' adjustment of' work to mental ability of' pupil 
p. Poor preparat.ion 
q. Too much attention to athletios or ot.her student activities 
r. Fee li1Ji at injustice 
s. Poor orientation in general 
t. Feeling that no one takes an inter~st in him 
u. Poor choice at school or at subject 
v. Choice ot school or college 
w. Planning work in preparation tor oollege 
x. Truancy 
7. Social (including moral, civic and leadership) 
ConditiolllJ 
a. Cheating, lying, stealing 
b. Lack ot moral standards 
c. Manners 
d. Anti-social tendencies 
e. Racial handicaps and. antipathies 
t. Insufficient social lite 
g. Excessi va social lite 
h. Unwise use ot leisure 
i. 3mo ki.ng and drinking 
j. Discourtesy 
k. Rebellion against authority 
1. Intolerance ot others' beliets and opinions 
m. Choice of friends ot opposite sex 
n. "Petting" and "necking" 
o. Flirting 
p. Disappointment in love 
q. Being in love 
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r. Unreasonable restriction on friendship With opposite sex 
s. Sex perversions 
t. Double standards ot morality 
u. Low ideals ot civic responsibility-
v. Unwillingness to assume citizenship duties 
w. Inability to choose leaders wisely 
x. Unwillingness to tollow chosen leaders 
y_ Unwillingness to accept responsibility as a leader 
8. Vocational 
Conditions 
a. Insistence by parents on a certain vocation 
b. Inability- to choose among several vocations 
c. Unwise choice ot vocation 
d. Determ1ng fitness tor a given vocation 
e. Choosing the best preparation tor the vocation 
f. Lack of time or money to secure the preparation necessary 
tor the vocation chosen 
g. Lack of opportunities in the vocation chosen 
h. DUficult;r in tinding a job 
i. DUficultY'in adjustment to the conditions ot the jOb.7 
The student 1n the guidance program is then enpged in an educational 
process. Freeman points out concerning 1ndi v1dual dUferences ot the students 
that. 
Guidance in education is fundamentally a matter ot understanding and 
utilizing our knowledge of human variability in mentality, in traits ot 
7Principles ot Guidance, Arthur J. JODeS, (New Yorks McGraw-Hill Book 
Compan.y, Inc., 193), pp. 55-5'7. 
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personalit.y, in understanding t.he oauses ot railure in Ichool, as well as or 
8 
success. 
It t.he guidance program does nothing more than equip the student with the 
tools ot selt-appraisal and evaluation ot his assets and limitations, it will 
have better prepared him tor the realistic problema ot lif'e--this being one ot 
the benetits of counselor-student relationships. 
'l'he clusroom teacher finds new interests in her class when she becomes 
aware that studen:t:.s have unique qualities, which, when understood, greatly 
improve the student-teacher relationship in t.he classroom. 
Through the use of object.ive data, such as that provided by the testing 
:tunet.ion ot the guidance program, the teaoher gains organized insight bef'ore 
serious problems arise. The CWllUlative records ot each student provi.des a 
short out to the understanding ot students' possibilities. 
It is a oommon understanding that the teacher oarries a heavy load in the 
average public high sohool. The teacher's ordinary demands call tor tive or 
six classes, extra-ourrioular programs, preparation of lessons, correction of' 
papers, special help tor slow pupils, handling behavi.or problems, making out 
reports, and out-ot-school eommunit,. activities. However, a teacher can be 
expected t.o contribute wholeheartedly to such a program it the relationship ot 
guidance t.o the job already being done is clearly understood. All teachers 
carryon guidance and will continue inevitably' to do so. The guidance program 
should be under the direction of one who has specialized 1n this tield and a 
6The PSYChOl0J{ of' Adolescence, K.arl C. Garrison, (New York: 
Hall.,1946), p. 2 .-
Prentice-
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statf ot speoially trained oounselors i8 needed if the program is to reacb its 
greatest effeotivene8s, but these speoialists can suoceed on~ if they have the 
full and active oooperation of the teaohers. 
The task of guidanoe has never been a private funotion. It started in the 
sohools and oiTio agenoies and perhaps will never become a private function to 
an::r 1.a.rge extent. It is rather a community function, in which the sohool can 
and should play a leading role. Very often there are more resour ces aftilable 
within the school and the community than those of which &fIT individual pupil 
is aware. Through a school usembly program, through the bome room, and 
through the cluses themselves it is possible to call attention to these 
facilities which are available for recreational, occupational, educational, and 
personal serTice. 
The guidanoe program serws u a conneoting link between the in-school and 
out-of-sohool lives of the student. It ~st recognize the importanoe of 
related agenoie8, and it must attempt to help parents meet their parental 
responsibilities in a more effeotive way. It gathers information about the 
oommunity resources, carries on comrmmity studies, and helps to mobilize the 
oommunity so that its youth services may beCOIM more adequate. At the same 
time, it helps students understand the influence of these services upon his own 
behavior. Through the activities of a guidance program the conmunity becomes 
conscious of what the scbool is doing tor the student. Greater interest is 
stimulated throughout the community. 
Pupils, parente and teachers all playa very important part in planning 
the whole program. The commu.nity i. inseparable !'rom those who live in it. 
They have a voice in all grou.p plana that effect them, therefore, the 
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community surely derives mucb benefit fram a guidance program. 
It is regret.table that all too ma.~ guidance programs have failed before 
they were even started. This was not the result of fault.y ideals of guidance 
minded individuals, nor was it because of a lack of interest. Cert.ainly the 
pupils have never disoouraged guidance, now has the open-minded teacher} but 
somewhere along the line the instigators of the program have failed through 
their shortsightedness. Perhaps they felt. that the school board (the 
governing body of the syatem) vaa not interested in such matters, but nothing 
could be more erroneous. The board would be the first group interested in 
proving the school's services to the student. It is no more than right that 
the school board's relationship to the guidance program be defined at this 
point: Chief responsibilities: 
1. To provide funds for the program. 
2. To help interpret the guidance program to the community. 
3. Discover the attitude and philosophy of the superintendent and 
principals relative to a pupil-personnel program. 
4. Ascertain what is being done in the elementary and seoondary 
schools in regard to the individual inventory, informational 
services, counseling, placement, follow-up, and services by 
other specialists. 
5. Determine whether these pupil-personnel services are organized. 
If not, encourage the organization of these services into a 
functional program. 
6. Provide funds for necessary equipment, supplies, and interviewing. 
7. Employ specialists wherever feasible. 
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8. Select those teachers when employing replacements who are pupil-
personnel m.inded and also With a view to supplementing the skills 
ot other statt members. 
9. Encourage the in-service training ot teachers in the ciewlopment 
and furtherance ot skills in pupil-personnel services. This can 
be done on-the-job through having protessional faculty meetings, 
and will increase or supplement the skills which they already' have 
and which are needed by the school aY'8tem in the turtherance ot a 
total pupil-personnel program. 9 
The principal should recognize that counse ling and other guidance 
activities are an integral part ot the sohool program. He will tind. it 
necessary to arrange the school schedule to allow auffioient time tor carrying 
on guidance activities. The principal cannot delegate his responsibility tor 
providing encouragement and support ot start members in their guidance 
activities. He will need to desipate one start m.ember to head up the program. 
Maoh of the 1IOl"k ot coordinating the pr'ogram can be assigned to a member ot 
the swt, leaving the principal tree to assume administrative control ot the 
program.. The start member placed in charge is better able to treat this 
responsibility &a a major one, especially it he happens to have the necessary 
guidance qualitications. This person ahould haw the sympathetic support and 
active usistance ot the principal in organizing the activities ot the program, 
setting up objectives, and obtain the assistance ot other atart members. 
9The Bulletin ot the National Association ot Secondary School Principals, 
FranklinR. Zeran aid GaIen Jones, October, 1947, p. 32. 
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The prinoipal has the administrative authority required for providing 
many of the facilities needed. Essential to the guidance program is procure-
ment ot cumulative record torma, offices for counselors, filing cabinets, and 
other necessary supplies and tacilities. 
The encouragement that the principal must g1 ve to staff members as they 
carry out their respective guidance tunctiona is 80 very important that it 
oannot be supplied by &tV' other per80n in the sohool. Certain key persons will 
need to secure additional training if they are to oontribute effectively to 
the guidance program. Training in the basic purposes and tu.notions ot the 
program tor all staff members is desirable. The prinCipal must be tully aware 
of the truth ot the fact that more guidance programs atropiV' as a reBUl t of 
indit.f'erence and inadequate leadership on the part ot the principals than tor 
an;r other single reason. 
The success of the guidance program is shared by the principal with the 
person he selects as head-counselor or coordinator. This person should be an 
individual interested in people and capable ot serving as coordinator and 
trouble shooter tor all phases ot guidance service. He should possess a 
higher degree ot speoialized training than other members ot the statt and 
should be prepared to oounse 1 with speoial cases, provide leadership, and 
assist sta!'E members to ct.rq out their functions in the guidance program. He 
must be familiar with the latest professional materials contributing to the 
effectiveness ot the program, such as, oooupational and e<iuc<9.tional information 
needed by pupils, apeoialized techniques, and community resources. 
The counselor, with the assistance of teachers and other statf' members, 
ahould assemble the individual inventories ot their counselees. A separate 
/~~N \ C::I TO \ .... 1,... 
file or folder should be prOTided tor each counaelee so that data concerning 
him can be kept in an orderly, accessible manner. The counselor's desk should 
not be piled high with papers, or he is likely to sacrifice the confidence ot 
the pupils whom he proposes to assist. Since the counselor's major 
responsibility is counseling, be should keep regular set hours tor this lunctio 
in order that counselees may be assured of' being helped in time of need. He 
should discourage any attempt to utilize his time in any aotivity not 
involving oounseling serTices. The counselor who fails to resist every ef'fort 
to make him the school's handy man is rendering a disservioe to his oounaelees. 
The counselor endeavors to evaluate his own serTices as a oounselor by follow-
up on each placement to determine if' a satisfactory adjustment was made by the 
counselee. He assists school-leavers and works at disoovering job 
opportunities for pupils who remain. 
The following is an interesting injection: 
THE TEN C<llMA.NDMENTS OF A COONSELOR 
By: R. E. Alexander, Direotor ot Guidance Bedford 
High School, Bedford, Ohio 
1. "Thou shalt have no other God. before me. It 
Don't plq Godl Don't predict the students' 
future on fl1..msy evidence or on personal opinions. 
2. Thou shalt not worship the graven images of' 
test results nor interpret them to students unless 
thou understand their meanings .. 
3. Thou shalt not take the name of "counselor" 
in vain} more problems are solved by listining 
than by telling. 
4. Five dqs shalt thou labor and keep the 
students' problema before thee. Dontt carry t~ 
work home from sohool. 
S. Honor the father and tIlOther of thy student 
and respect their hopes and dreams for their off-
spring. Cooperate, don't disintegrate. 
6. Thou shalt not kill the strong desires of 
the student. Enoourage, don't disoourage. 
7. Thou shalt not probe into the private lives 
of thy' students; oonfidenoe will beget confidence. 
8. Thou shalt not steal their feelings of 89l.£-
importanoe. Their probleJl18 are real J recall they 
youth, however, vague, and see their problems 
through their eyes. Do not become a b:1dy'. 
9. Thou shalt not bear them false tnes8 nor 
shalt thou be mother~. Be factual bu.t remember 
one "et of apron str I1gS is enough. 
10. Thou ahal t use the results found in cumulative 
recorde in the interviews as a positive, not a negative 
guide. 
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Portland's guidance programs originated in 1938, and vere established to 
give leadership in developing an eftective program ot guidance and oounseling 
within all sohools and on a oity-wide basis, to ooordinate servioes available 
to schools through the Oo.idanoe Center and to ooordinate the au.idanoe Servioe 
with the Division ot Curriculum and Instruotion. It provides psychological 
service for eT8.1uation ot all pupils tor whOlll planning is neoessary. In 1938 
the school district established a department of guidanoe, oounseling and 
testing, together with an occupational survey unit in cooperation with the 
State Vooational Education Department and the State and Federal Employment 
Service, in whioh all out ot sohool youth would be assi.ted in securing 
occupational intormation and personal assistance in preparing themselves tor 
employment. This program included all youths trom sixteen to twenty-five years 
ot age. The state and Federal employment Service A.ssigned two counselors to 
the program whioh 118.8 oonduoted under the superv18ion ot Dr. Eugenie Leonard, 
who had preTiously done the 8Ule kind ot work in San Francisoo sohools. This 
program 18 now handled by the Guidance and Counseling Center ot the Portland 
Public Schools. 
A. complete aurvey of the preaeDt-d&y' counseling service including 
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functional activities now tollowSI 
The Ou:idance and Counseling section of the Child Services Department is 
responsible tor the development and supervision of the guidance programs in 
the various schools. The section helps with the development of records and the 
testing program and offers consultative and supervi80ry services to counselors 
and teachers. 
The tnereased size and complexity of t.he modern high school, the expansion of 
the curriculum, the freedom of choice tor individual students, the increasing 
awareness of individual needs and differences and the advent of universal 
education with compulsory attendance to age 18 have brought many more problema 
to the aeCOlldary schoo 1. 
Since educational theory is built around the indindu.al, it becomes neceS8ary 
ta obtain, .semble, interpret and disseminate pertinent data about each 
8tudent. 
The guidance program has been developed to implement Portland's philosophy' of 
education. The guidance program require8 the serY1ce8 ot all educational 
personnel - the clusroom teacher.. the administrator, and the specially traine 
counselor. 
The guidance program is based upon the principle that ewry individual has the 
capacity to change. develop,cd improve. Quidance is concerned with all stu-
dents and tacets ot each student'. development - emotional, soctal, personal, 
phySical, vocational, and intellectual.. 
Qu.1dance i8 a prog_ to serve all students, emphasizing prevention as better 
than cure. Its major goals are those ot education itseltl To help students 
through counseling to understand themselves and their enviromnent; to use the 
curriculwn to make the most of their abilities, interests, and opportunities; 
to formulate realistic goa18 and make plane tor realizing them; to adju8t to 
various situations in school and communit)'" and to attain greater independence 
in making their own decisions and in solving their own problems. 
Guidance is both a specialized and a general tunction of 8econdar)" education. 
The guidance specialist corrdinates the efforts and focuses the attention ot 
administrators, teachers, attendance personnel, health service personnel, 
psychometrtsts, psyehiatrlc workers, and various speCial education teachers 
upon the individual, drawing upon the school personnel and communit)" resources 
to assist the student to reach mature selt direction. The classroom teacher, 
who in mall.)" W&)"8 i. in the best position through knowledge and everyday 
contact with the student to answer his questions aDd adTise him on man;,- SOCial, 
personal, and academic matters, plSTS a key role in guidance. 
THE COUNSELING SERVICE. Each Portland high school principal assigns special 
personnel to prorlds counseling serncs. Arrr teacher who has guidance traini 
ma)" be eligible tor counseling assignment8. 
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The guidance and counseling program exists for the following specific purposes: 
To gather information and maintain records. 
Collecting and recording data about all students which are used to 
&Ssi.t them in their deve lopment is the first step in guidance. 
This information about pupils enables teachers to adjust instruction 
to individual abilities. 
Improved techniques tor recognizing incl.i'Vidual differences and 
interpreting behavior are continuously studied by guidance personnel. 
Adequate personnel reoords include a continuing picture of the 
student'. development in ability, achievement, interests, personality, 
and. adjustments. Counselors should keep a tactual record of inter-
views, a reoord ot contacts with parenta, teachers, school and 
community agencies which assist the student, anecdotal records and 
test intormation. Counselors coordinate the information gathered 
!'rom all sources, swmnarize, and males it available for use. 
To provide ind1vidual counaeling. 
The trained counselor in interviews attempts to assist the student to 
analyze and modify att1tudes and behavior 1n educational, vocat1onal, 
emotional, or sooial s1tuations. Reco zed leaders in the field of 
Jridance etihaaize that the counse re a ionahip miiit De serelaie' 
om!!!l a ;ml~f'Unct1on 0 a ~t~ve na§e.~eeounse or 
taibi oner me r Vith .hOi theau~ent oan have a continu1ng 
personal relationship through his tour years of high school. 
To recognize deviat1ons. 
Trained personna 1 recognize and interpret symptoms as expressed in 
school adjustment, social adjustment, emotional adjustment, 
attendance, health, behavior and personality. 
To interpret data. 
The counselor, by gathering addit1on.al data, by U8ing resources within 
the sohool, and by' employing the counseling interview, correlates the 
important factors in the situation. 
To indicate possible courses of action. 
The counselor interprets to the student and t.he home the data available 
and the possible courses of action indicated. With this information, 
the student is enabled to make realistic choices. 
To refer to special services. 
Resouroe. within the Child Services Department are available to students 
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upon the reoognition by the oouruJelors of their need. Some resouroes, 
suoh as testing and the sohool health services, help the oounselor 
further interpret the student's problem. other resouroes beyond the 
skill and soope of the oounselor are available through the Child 
Servioes Department and oommunity agenoies. 
To provide information. 
Opportunities available within the school, speoial servioes offered 
by the school, information about post high school opportunities are 
gathered, interpreted, and implemented by the oounseling staff by 
means of individual oounseling and group activities. 
To recognize and plan for students with special abilities, talents, and handi-
caps. 
The gifted or talented student is identified and plans are made for him 
to receive a challenging program. Counselors call upon child servioes 
personnel, such as special education olinicians, for the diagnosis 
and placement of the handicapped. 
To oooperate with school personnel. 
The oounselor 8\lIllmarizes pupil data for teachers. He reoommends 
modification of the curriculum to the administration as pupil needs 
are revealed. He assists in researoh, such as studies of test data, 
follow-up studies, and attendance studies. He assists personnel of 
the Child Servioes Department by oooperating in the program outlines 
for the student. 
To provide group guidanoe. 
In addition to individual interviews, group teohniques offer exoellent 
ways of helping stUdents. College conferences, group forecasting, 
career conterences, and homerooms haft long been employed. The uae of 
modern teohniques in group proces .. s is expanding. These devioes 
offer students an exoellent opportunity for development of individual 
and group skill.. They also provide the counselor with an additional 
tool in worldng with hu counselees. 
To cooperate with home and community_ 
Counselors cooperate with individual parente and with parent groups in 
working Vi th students. Ouidance servioes seek the assistance of 
community agencies and organisations, in turn interpreting the school to 
the oommunitY'. 
To assist in planning tor post-high sohool opportunities. 
Through the vocational guidance program information and oounseling are 
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provided students to assist them in choosing and preparing tor a 
career. 1'his includes information about post-high school training 
opportunities to the community. 
Through the college and scholarship information program students are 
assisted in choosing and preparing tor further education. 
Aid in placement of students in part-time employment is a function of 
the vocational counselor. A cooperative placement program for high 
school graduates is maintained with the Oregon Eaployment Service. 
PrOviding personal recommendations and interpreting records for employers 
and colleg •• are major tasks of the oounseling statt, services which 
further assist the Itudent in post-high sohool adjustment. 
To provide training for teachers and cOUDselors. 
Aisi 'ltance to individual oounse lor 8 and teachers is provided by the 
administrative-supervisory personnel. Statf meetings in schools and 
on a city-wide basis provide opportunity tor exchange and discussion 
of ideas regarding _thode and techniques. statt meetings are often 
used for demonstration and interpretation ot techniques. Case 
conferences also are a means ot providing training through staft 
meetings. In professional meetings, the guidance program is 
interpreted to faculties. In-service training programs include work-
shops for counselor training. 
To conduct research. 
Individuals, schools, the Department ot Research, and the OU,idanoe 
DiYision cooperate in conducting stUdies of school-leavers, tollow-
up studies, surveya of inter eat and problem areas, surveys ot 
vocational and educational opportunities, aud surveys of cOlllllW1ity 
resources. The OUidance Center starr analyzes test results and 
dew lop. local norm.. Evaluation studies are made ot the counseling 
program. 
To provide material. 
Guidance services compile and publish information pertinent to counsel-
ing, such as Manual tor Test Interr-etation and College and Scholarship 
Information. !hey select materia to be usedin group guIdance 
activities such as the vocational unit. These purposes are implElYlented 
in maDT W&78 in the Portland Public Schools. The supervisor of 
guidallce coordinates testing services, syatema of developing and 
tranamitt1ng recorda, counaeling schedules, and in-service training. 
The supervisor works closely with other departments to see that all the 
guidance resources are made available to the high school students. 
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From the purposes ot a guid&nce program e'YOl ve the duties and responsi-
bilities ot the high sohool oounselor. The high school couuaelors 
should have special training in guidance to prepare them for the varied 
duties and responsibilities that are a part ot their work. 
DUTIES OF COUNSELORS 
A. Individual Inventory Service 
To develop, maintain, and make anilable a complete personal record 
tor eaoh student. 
To exchange sicniticant intormation about counselees with other 
faculty members. 
'1'0 conter with parents or guardian, or other tamily members as need 
arises. 
To arrange case conferences as need arises. 
'1'0 prepare and present case It'lldies .. needed. 
To &8si"t with bridging the gap between eighth and ninth grades. 
To obtain, stud7, condense, a.nd tile students' records trom 
schools previously attended. 
To record developn$nt ot educational and vocational plans in 
cumulative record. 
To record individual student interview (with date). 
To arrange tor testing and record test data ot all students 
periodical~. ---
To provide continuous record of development in high school in counsel-
or's Record Form. 
To solicit and rile periodic ratings by teachers ot stUdents. 
To study and tile teacher's commEtnts, observations, and anecdotal 
recorda. 
To read and file autobiographies. 
To encourage use of sociometric studies and similar rating devices. 
B. Intormation Services - Group and Indi Y1dual 
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To make available information about current education opportunities 
and requirements of institutions beyond the secon~ school. This 
mq be achieved through use of bulletias, college catalogs, posters, 
charts, photographs, exhibits, and other means to present intormation 
to students, IIUlDY' of which are furnished by the Ouidance Division. 
To colleot and make available current information concerning occupa-
tional opportunities, requirements, and conditions. 
To provide information concerning the recreational opportunities 
available for secondary .chool youth. 
To provide guidanoe material. for .tudents' use (Mental Health, 
Lite Adju.tment Series). 
To collect and make available current information regarding scholar-
ships, loans, and other financial assistance tor students who plan 
to attend college. 
To arrange, carry out, and evaluate "Career Days" or ''Career studT 
Groups" in order that students m.ay become acquainted with various 
oocupatione. 
To disseminate information regarding military obligation and service. 
'1'0 identify' agencies and persons in the community who are willing 
and able to give individual students accurate occupational training 
and placement information. 
To organize and maintain tor efrecti ve use a file of occupational in-
formation within the counseling room and to JIUlintain cooperatinly 
with the library a similar file. 
To enliat the assistance of the social direotor in obta.ining and 
interpreting information about extra-curricular activities to 
students. 
c. Counseling SerYioes. 
To provide systematic counseling service for all students, interview-
ing each one regularly .. 
To establish a satisfactory counseling relationship With such 
counselee. and. to maintain a continuing counseling relationship 
with stUdents who require it. 
'1'0 help teachers learn more about their students through interpreta-
tion of counseling record _tarial. 
To aS8ist teachers to reoognize and rater students who need 
special help. 
To .. silt students in developing educational plana for their 
high lohool year •• 
'l'o oounael students ooncerning health, economic, social, _otional, 
and personal problems, as well as aoademic achievement. 
To assist s'tudents in reviewing plans and preparing foreeuts. 
To cooperate with 'the school adminiat.ration in the development and 
adjustment of the school program 1;0 meet the needs of students. 
To provide personal recommendations to prospective oolleges or 
employers. 
To oOllnsel and refer stUdents in need of speoial services. 
To record~ distribute, and interpret test information. 
To provide group guidance activities baaed upon a tabulation ot 
information about students' needs, interests, and vocational plans 
(see Duties ot Vocational Counselor). 
To applY' teohniques of group methods to behavior and personal 
problema. 
To oonter with school-leavers. 
To arrange tor student-teaoher and teacher-parent conferences. 
To usist students to avail themselves ot extra-curricular 
opportunities. 
To &8s1st in the orientation of new students bY' group and individual 
methods. 
To arrange tor the assembling of record material tor students who 
transfer. 
To usist in coordination ot contacts with communitY' agencies (Child 
OI11dance CUn1c, courts), groups, and ind1 viduals. 
D. Vocational. Counse ling Service. - Group and Individual 
To assist students who withdraw trom school in obtaining additional 
education, train1ng or suitable employment. 
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To coordinate the school placement sernce. with similar co1l'1RUlity 
services. 
To maintain a tile ot vocational information in the counseling ottioe. 
To assiat the 1 :ilrvian in securiug and or ganizing educational and 
vocational intormation material. 
E. Follow-Up and Adjustment Servioes. 
Under the direotion ot the supervisor ot guidance in cooperation 
with various divisions ot the Child SeX"Tices Department, tollow-up 
studies and variou analyses or sernce. are cond:\lcted periodically. 
!'he administration and the counseling staft within eaoh high school 
assist in studies ot the following types: 
To conduot periodio tollow-up studies ot all sohool youth. 
To oonduct rolloy-up studies ot high sohool graduates who apply' tor 
college entrance. 
To Btu~ 8ohool-leaver •• 
To recommend to the principal problems which need study and. research. 
To relate findings trom pupil data to curriculum. 
DUTIE:; OF THE CLASSROCH rEACHER 
--- - - -_. -- ----
To understand the responsibilities ot the counselor. 
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To become familiar with the folders ot the students in his classes. 
To keep a record ot students whose cumulative folders indicate that 
they may need epectal attention. 
To make use or the specialized resources and services that the guid-
ance personna 1 can supply. 
To work directly With the oounselor in helping atypical students. 
To integrate group guidance into classroom teaching to help all 
students who tace a variety ot adjustment problems 1n the DOrmal 
course ot growing up. 
to help all students grow in self-understanding through opportunities 
tor selr-evaluation and appraisal in classroom situations. 
Developmental guidance is largely the province of the olusroom 
teacher. 1'b.a teacher must peroeive bow muoh a student is able to 
"take tl in selt-enluation without underming his self-oonfidenoe. 
To understand how students learn and provide classroom 
experiences t~ will help all students to grow toward maximum 
aohievement for them. Vary learning experienoes to meet 
indi rtdual needs. 
To understand that the group ot students in his class represents 
a pattern ot social interaotion. The teacher should understand to 
what degree aad tor what things each student is accepted or 
rejected by" the group. This will help in understanding aggressive 
behartor or extireme shyness and will help the teacher in planning 
tor these stUdents. 
To plan tor conterences with the counselors to help in gaining a 
better understanding ot at.udents. 
To assist the counselors in developing recorda that will be ot value 
in group or indi Yidnal oounse.l1ng. 
To assist the counselor in planning case conterences where there 
are severe adjustment problems or where such problems can be 
avoided by concerted eftort on the part ot all of the people 
concerned. 
To secure usist&nce from the counae1ora in using guidaDce tools 
more ettectivel1" such as testa and data in the stUdent tolders. 
To know when to refer students to the counaelor. 
fo keep up to date on guidance mat1;ers pertaining to his particular 
tield ot stud1'. For instance, the Englillh teacher should be 
informed on college entrance requirements in English. the business 
education teacher should be acquainted with empl01ll'lent opportunities 
and on-the-jOb problems of his students. Each teacher should 
emphasize the vocational implications of the subject matter he is 
teaching. 
As ot 1958, Oregon oertttie. it. oounselors, and it seems appropriate at 
this time to present a statement regarding professional competency: 
CODE OF ETHICS FOR COUNSELORS 
Oregon Personnel and Guidance Association 
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A person who would pursue the counseling profession mu.st demonstrate that he 
bas acquired a theoretically based skill and professional competence which 
become accessible to him only through deliberate and disciplined study'. Pro-
fessional counselors assume a responsible relationship with counselees. The 
professional counselor will continue to explore the newer denlopments in the 
field of counseling and, in collaboration with other members of the profession, 
will seek to imprOTe available services. Professional counselors are organized 
into a responsible association which sets standards for admission to practice 
and exerts influence upon the action of its members, such influence being based 
upon a code of ethics and concept of competence. This code of ethics involves 
relationshipa with counselees, administration and sWf, society, aelt and 
profesaion. 
I. RESPONSIBILITY TO COUNSEIEES 
1. The counselor is primarily responsible to his counselee and 
ultimately to society; these basic loyalties guide all his 
professional endeavors. The counselor is at all times to respect 
the integrity and guard the welfare of the person with whom he ia 
working as a counselee. 
2. The counselor must obtain his counselee's permission before 
communicating &n7 information about the counselee that has been 
given in a cou.naeling relationship to person or agency such as 
a parent, family phyaioian, a sooial agene,-, an employer. An 
exception ~ ~ follows ~ "i." -
3. The counselor should guard profeasional confidences as a trust and 
reveal such confidences without the counselee's permission only 
after most caretul deliberation and When there 18 clear and immanent 
danger to an individual or to society. 
4. Psychological information, such &8 the renlts of tests or of a 
diagnostic appraisal, should be given to a counselee at such time 
and in such a manner when it is most likely to be accepted by him 
as part of his self concept; i.e., when it is MOst likely to be 
helpfUl to the counselee's efforts to soln his probleme. 
5. The counselor must reter his counselee to an appropriate specialist 
when there is evidence of a difficulty with which the counselor is 
not competent to deal. In such cases the counselor fS responsibility 
for the welfare of the counselee continues until this responsibility 
is assumed by the profe •• ional person to lIbom the counselee 18 
referred. In schools or institutions referral should be made through 
channels and, where children are involved, with parent'. couent. 
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6. Clinical materials, including test results which share the con-
fidentiality of information trom. counseling interview, should 
not be given out indiscriminately nor should they be used in 
teaching or writing unless the permission of those involved is 
secured and/or when their identity is obscured beyond likelihood 
of recognition. 
7. Interviews held within a counseling relationship are not to be 
mechanically recorded for training or other purposes without the 
knowledge and consent of the counselee. 'l'he exception may be re-
cording of interviews tor valid research purposes under circumstances 
where only the research worker can identify the counselee in the 
transcript. 
8. When a coanaelor's position in an organization is such that some de-
parture is required trom the normal expectation that counse ling re-
lationships are confidential, it is essential that the counselor 
make clear to the counselee the nature of his role before counseling 
is begun. 
II. RESPONSIBILITY TO ADMINISTRATION AND STAFF 
1. Counselors are obligated to determine the nature and direction of 
their loyalties and responsibilities in any particular undertaking, 
to Worm all involved ot these commitments, and to carry them out 
conscientiously. 
2. '!'he cfJUnselor is obligated to obtain a policy statement from. his 
employer covering counseling situations which may involve a di-
vision of loyalties of the counselor to his counselee and to his 
employer, concerning the handling of confidential information, 
and to see that this policy is made clear to all concerned. 
3. Int'ormation obtained in counseling relationships should be discussed 
only in professional settings and with professional persons who are 
clearly concerned with the case. 
4. Case histories, studies, or reports prepared for the counselor or 
for prote.sional communication should not be shown to the counselee. 
5. A counselor should not accept a private fee or other form of 
remuneration for professional work with III person who is entitled 
to his services through an institution or agency. 
III. RESPONSIBILITY TO sCX::IEn 
1. It is unethical for a counselor, and a betrayal of his responsibility 
to society, to offer services outside his area of training and 
experience or beyond his level of oompetence, or to accept assignments 
of this nature that are made by his administration. 
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2. Where a oounselor is not granted the rights of Ifpa"irtleged oammu.-
nication" in his state, he must decide for hiIllSelt whether his 
professional ethics regarding the confidential nature ot his re-
lationship to his counselee are subordinate to the demands ot the 
state as these may be made by an agent ot the state or in a court 
of law. It tollows that the counselor must be Wormed regarding 
his legal rights and limitations. 
IV • RESPONSIBILITY TO SELF AND PROFESSION 
1. It is desirable in oounseling, where sound inter-personal relation-
ships are essential to effeotive endeavor, that a counselor be 
aware ot the inadequacies in his own personality whioh ~ bias his 
appraisals of others or distort his relationships with them. He 
sbould retrain trom undertaking ~ aotivity where his personal 
limitations and preconceptions are likely to result in interior 
protessional services or harm to a counselee. 
2. The counselor must distinguish between his own values and those held 
by his counselee and guard against imposing his own values and moral 
code upon his counselee. 
3. In situations where referral is indicated and the counselee refuses 
referral, the counselor must carefully weigh the possible harm to 
the counselee, to himself and to his protession, that might ensue 
trom continuing the relationship. If the counselee is in clear 
and iDninent danger, the counselor should insist on reterral or 
refuse to oontinue the relationship. 
4. Counseling activities, such as administering diagnostic tests, 
encouraging selt-revelations, or engaging in psychological discus-
sions, should be undertaken only with serious intent and not in 
casual relationships. 
5. When, in the opinion ot the counselor, another member ot the protes-
s10n is guilty ot unethical conduct, and where educational or 
corrective action has not been taken or is not considered teasible, 
it is the duty ot the counselor to submit in writing to the Ethical 
Practices Committee, a statement ot the nature ot the unethical 
conduct as he understands it with supporting evidence. 
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This chapter has presented several definitions of guidance, including the 
distinction between guidance and guidance program, and an adequate concept of 
guidance. It. also states the responsibilities of school board members, 
administrators, counselors (inclusive ot Oregon's code of ethics relative to 
counselor certification), teachers, and ot.her staff members in a guidance 
program. It is very important that the responsibilities be carefully determinec 
for all who take part in .uch a program. Some schools that have engaged in 
formal guidance have classified the tunetional activities of the guidance 
service. into more or less broad categories, but this studT has condensed these 
activities, elaborating more on the counseling service, which is the heart of 
the guidanoe program, a. it is quite generally accepted among educators that 
the ultimate goal of education is to prepare and equip the individual 80 that 
he may readily adjust himaelf to meet the oonstantly changing needs that will 
be experienced throughout lite, and counseling help. to give direction to the 
individual's preparation and adjustment. 
CHAPTER III 
HISTORY 
Before discussing the development and importance of Portland's Gifted Child 
Program, it seems appropriate to first discuss the definition of giftedness 
adopted by the Portland Gifted Child Program, the philosopqy of the identifica-
tion program, and the methods and techniques of identification that are used. 
Actual~, giftedness is a matter of definition. Definitions tend to 
emphasize tboee things considered as important by a particular group. Portland 
feels that a definition limited to academic aptitude is inadequate, and that 
tn.al'l7 other SOcially uselul abilities should be identified and developed. 
Previously, most attempts to identify giftedness had made practically exclusive 
use of intelligence teat scores. Studies indicate however, that outstanding 
achievement cannot reliably be predicted by this means alone, and that many 
without high acores on intelligence tests had surpassed those with high scores 
in accomplishment. Therefore, the Portland Identification C01III1ittee developed 
criteria to be used in conjunction with intelligence test scores in identlf71ng 
those students with high potential. 
In 1952, the Identification Committee recommended that the definition of 
giftedness as emplol"8d by the system should includes 
1. ApproJdmatelJr the upper ten percent of the most intellectually talented 
pupils 
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2. The sama proportion of the most talented in each ot seven special 
aptitudes 
The special aptitudes to be included were: 
1. Art 
2. Music 
3. Creative writing 
4. Creative dramatics 
5. Creative dance 
6. Meohanioal talent 
7. Social leadership 
It was recognized that there would be oonsiderable overlap among these 
talents. In actual practioe the percentage ot students identified tor one or 
more talents was between tifteen and twenty percent. 
It wu determined too, that the above definition ot giftedness should be 
applied by eaoh sohool individually rather than to attempt to determine oity-
wide out-ott scorea. This decision made it po.sible tor each sohool to develop 
an aotive program and to attempt to enrioh it. curriculum with its MOst 
talented students whatever their absolute level ot talent. 
Seven oriteria were agreed upon tor the Portland identification program. 
These criteria were used in deve loping instruments and teohniques that were 
later used in idel'ltU';y1ng children: 
1. The program should include a wide variety ot talents. 
2. The program should make use of available data; that is, it should make 
use ot data available trom. the sohool districts' regular testing 
program and suoh information as i. usually available about pupils. 
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3. '!'he program ehould use a varlet)" of eouroes ot intormation. It 
should l'J.Ot rel)" onl)" on standardized t.est intoruation or on the 
information usually available about children. It should obtain 
add1t .. lonal 1nf'ormat.ion where needed and should use nob other 
sources of intarmat10n u teacher observationa, parent obaerY&tionll, 
and peer obaarvatlone. Interest, motivation, good work habits, 
"drift," and maturitY' should be considered. 
h. The pr"oll"aBl should be s)"8tematic and conti_Gus. Ident1tication 
should inClude all ,,"&des tram kindergarten to twelfth grade and 
should be carried on regularly each year. 
5. Tba program should oonsider all children. !bere should be an 
opport1m1ty tor all children to rewal. their talents and abilities. 
6. !be program should be tlex1ble. There should be an opportun1t.y tor 
children to DlOft in and out ot the special tratm.na progr_ at &IV' 
time depeDCliag upon what .. determined to be in the best interest. 
ot ~ child and the program. 
7. The emphasis should be on the program or curriculum to be ottered 
ratblr t.han on the child. 
Two important aapeots of identilicatlon that. tlSed to be dutiDpisbed are: 
Screening and Placement. 
ScreanillJ is the poace .. of .. sessing the talentll and abilities of pa.pi1s. 
It 18 a process in which all pupils in a lP"oup are tested or observed UDder 
standardized conditions and ranked from highest to lowest in ability accordiDg 
to test results or obaerftd performance. The seraen1ng pl"OC88s, since it is a 
ftl"ft)" ot the abiliti.s and taleut.a of pupils in a school, pr"ovides 1ntora&ttlon 
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needed to decide what curriculum modifications ought to be n~de. 
Placement is the process ot de terming whioh pupils observed should be in-
cluded in the spacial program. It is the final selection step. Placement, or 
tinal selection tor a special program, is influenced by a variety ot considera-
tions including the nature of the special program oftered by the sohool, the 
pupil's out-at-school activities, and other information about the pupil. 
From the beginning of the program, the screening and placement ot students 
in special classes and seminars on the secondary level was a cooperative 
endeavor in which the Gifted Child Program ooordinator J the cOlmselors, and the 
teachers are tunctioned. Each year the high schools accumulated more and more 
data upon which to base their evaluation of students, and each year there was 
a growing awareness among teachers, counselors, and administrators ot the 
neces~ity tor observing students carefully trom the time they entered as 
treshmen. 'lbis sharpening ot observation improved the placement ot gitted 
students and at the same time promoted a better understanding of students ot 
all levels ot ability. 
When students entered high school, the elementary principals sent to the 
freshmen counselQl"s as a part at a "bridging-the-gap" program. a substantial 
folder ot data on each stUdent. This folder contained, among other things, 
predictions of academic success in high school, and IQ based upon the California 
Test of Mental Maturity administered during the seventh grade and the results of 
standardized achievement tests administered in the eighth grade. During the 
first f'our years of' the program, the ninth grade screening process was carried 
on in a manner similar to that used at the fifth grade. On the baais ot IQ and 
achievement test scores, the upper third ot the ninth grade class was selected 
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to take a ceiling teat. The teat used for this purpose waa the Ohio state 
Psychological Examination. 
On the basis ot pilot studies carried on during 1955-56, the Iowa Test ot 
Educational Development were administered to all ninth and eleventh grade stu-
dents. S1multaenously, a atudy was carried on to determine whether the Iowa 
Teats would serve as well aa the Ohio State Psychological Examination for the 
purposes of screening ninth grade students. On the basis of the results of thil 
study, the Ohio state Psychological Examination was discontinued. The ninth 
grade screening wu then done with the aid of the Iowa Tests of Educational 
DeYelopment. Aa students progressed through high school, additional test 
information became available and was taken into account in their placement in 
special cluses. 
Portland high schools now have available the results from tests as follows 
TEST 
IQ (California Test of 
Mental Maturity) (Binet, 
Wechsler J Wisconsin 
Achievement in Reading 
Spelling, Language 
Iowa Tests of Educational 
Developnent 
Cei ling Tests - Ohio State 
Psyohological Examination 
GRADE 
7th 
7th-12th 
as needed 
7th and 6th 
7th and 8th 
9th and 11th 
9th 
EXTENT 
All pupils (forwarded 
to high school 
from elementary school) 
All pupils (forwarded 
to high sohool trom 
elementary school) 
All pupils 
Upper third of class 
(replaced by I.T.E.D.) 
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Triggs Diagnostic Reading loth All pupils 
Survey 
Kuder Preference Record loth All pupils 
English Composition (Free 7th-12th All pupils (8th, 11th, 
writing on selected topic) and special 12th l1"ade 
papers are marked bY' 
central l1"ading board 
on basis of established 
criteria) 
College aptitude - A.C.E. loth All pupils 
Psyohological Exam 
College Board Exams 11th and 12th Those Who request it 
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'!'be metboda ot placing students in special cluses varied aU.gIltl,. fran 
school to school, but in general, the,. o'b8el"ftd the tollovJ.n.g pattern. 
Late in the spr1ng term all teacher. received a torm upon whlch theT were 
uked to lin students who bad doae exceptlonal1¥ vell during the 788r and who 
might be oons1dered eligible tor a special clua or semiDar. '!'be tarm gave, 
in addition to the atudftt'. name, his ;year in hiab school and the 8Uhject he 
was taldftg vi th tala particula.r teacber. Atter the coordinator had _de an 
examination ot each atudent t a work in other tlelda, bad eDlllillJd b18 aebi.ew-
meDt :ttecord (grades), and had perhaps interviewed 411 ot hls present teachers, 
the aaaes vere Ii vet). to the COUD8elor. 
!be couuelor's task was to eX8ll1QB the .tudetlt'. personnel folder, 
obserVing hi. IQ, h1a test .corea, examplea of h18 work, nch u written com-
poaltlou, drav1np, and projecta, and particular13 any notes from teachers 
about the .tudellt·. p8rsou.alitT, b1s -drive,· and Ma interest in learninc. 
hllow1l1i these obnrvatlona, the coua.selor and the coordinator met in 
coDtereuoe and decided whether the student should be invited to become a member 
of a special olan or eom1zar. 
Another approach vas alao used. The COUDae lor noted ptlpila whoae test 
recorda abowed promise and then talked with their teachers. It did not otten 
happen, but in rare .... s girted students who were very slV' or "f'8r7 introverted 
dld not show up well in large classea and wre overlooked b,. their teacbers. I 
could also happen that a student who had not been recQ2Jlll8Qded by either teacher 
or counaelor, but. who knew ot the special cluses and wished to become a member 
might 00J!Mt t.o the coordinator or counselor and uk to be a candidate. 
Oocuional17 p&"rent.8 requested that. their children be couiderad. 
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Finally, the student was called to the counaelor's office, either as one 
of a small group or alone, if his case was at all unique or doubtful, and was 
told that he was eligible to become a member of a special class or seminar. He 
was uked to consider the opportunity carefully, to talk to his parents and to 
ask their advioe, to talk to students who had had experience with the seminars, 
and to weigh the advantages and disadvantages of spending the required time in 
a more ditficult course. 
Frequently, individuals who were not informed concerning the criteria used 
in selection asked what IQ a stUdent must have to be admitted to a special 
class or seminar. The answer was that there was no arbitrary' minimum, for such 
things as special talents, "drive," temperament, personality, enjoyment of 
learning, and other intangibles which were rewaled in teacher recommendation. 
all had weight. 
Teacher observation is an important factor in the identification of gifted 
ness. At the beginning ot the school year, the teacher recei.,..s students who 
are oompletel;r, or to some degree, unknown to him. After a tew weeks, during 
which tilae the teacher becomes acquainted with his pupils and their potentiali-
ties, he tills out tor each pupil a personality trait sheet, which lists tu-
teen traits hypothesized to be related to giftedness. 
These fifteen trait. are: 
1. Alertness 
2. Powers ot observation 
3. CUriositT 
4. Imagination 
5. Sense of humor 
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6. Choosing difficult problema 
7. Perseverence 
8. Responsibility 
9. Discovering and correcting errors 
10. Diacrimination 
11. Logical reasoning 
12. Adjusts to change 
1.3. !Qng attention span 
14. Deep and varied interests 
15. Originality 
1'he teacher should refer to information about each student whioh is 
available in the main otfioe or counselor's otfice as the cue may be. He m&7 
also consult the student's previous teachers to gain a knowledge of his 
intelleotual ability and achievement record. He should observe the presence ot 
aDT special talents other than general intelligence. FolloWing this period of 
observation and consultation, the teacher makes a list or those pupils who he 
has concluded are intellectually gifted or talented. He also lists those whose 
achievement records appear to be exceptional. 
The development ot Portland IS city-Wide Girted Child Program began when 
SUperintendent Paul A. Rebmu.s and his statt held a series of informal discuss-
iOI18 with members ot the Reed College staft during the years 1951 and 1952 in 
order to explore the possibilities of a gifted child program in the Portland 
Public Schools. out ot the8e discus.ions came the outlining ot a joint plan 
which would include activity on the elementary as well as the 8econdary level. 
This plan W'&8 then submitted as a memorandum from the Portland Public Schools 
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and Reed College to the Fund for the Advancement of Education for approval and 
support. 
Superintendent Rehmus was notified on April 18, 1952 that the Fund had 
approved the program as outlined in the 'll'l3I1lOrandum and had allocated $78,000 to 
the Portland Public Schools for use during the 1952-53 academic year. The 
following tour years' appropriations by the Fund were: $104,500 tor the year 
1953-54, $104,500 for 1954-55, $67,812 tor 1955-56, and $36,688 for 1956-57. 
'!'he reason tor the decrease in the last two years f appropriatiotul was that 
the Portland Public Schools were to assume more of the burden of the expense of 
the gifted child program. At the end of the academic year 1956-57 the Portland 
Public Schools assumed the entire cost of the program. 
The essential features of the plan submitted to the Fund for the Advance-
ment of Education were a8 follows: 
1. Provision for many kinds of U11Ilaual ability so that the traits and 
talents aelected for identification and for development shall not 
be limited to general intelligence as currently tested and shall 
include creative, intellectual, artistic and special capacities, 
and the emotional and moral qualities necessary for effective use 
of these capacities. 
2. Experimentation with methods and materials ot instruction for groups 
and individuals that will challenge and develop unusual abilities of 
various 1d.ndB, and to this end the encouragement and training of 
good teachers. 
3. Coordination of the teaching and the program. ot promising students 
with the c01llllOn curriculum ot the schools and With other educational 
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resouroes in the community to avoid fixed grouping, with the 
intention ot enabling other students, (and in some measure all 
students), to profit from the experimentation. 
4. Cooperation with other colleges tor following up the students from 
the program and for working out closer articulation of college 
curriculum with those ot the high schools, and with possible 
acceleration at either the high school or college level, or both. 
5. Close collaboration with a college of lib9ral arts and sciences in 
a strategic position tor aa.iating in shaping and evaluating the 
program and tor. actively participating in important aspects of it. 
The Portland project va. administered under the direction of a Liaison 
Conmittee composed ot two representatives from. the Reed College statt and two 
trom the start ot the superintendent ot the Portland Public Schools. Tbis 
committee tacilitated olose cooperation between the Portland. Public Schools and 
Reed College and acted as an advisory council in matters of policy. 
An administrative director was appointed trom the start ot the Portland 
Publio Schools. He coordinated the work ot the various school cOmmittees, and, 
with the help ot specialized assistance, 'Was responsible for directing 
procedures ot identification, helping members ot school starts in evaluating 
and adapting existing programs, exercising general supervision over the program 
for the eleventh and twelfth grades, and formulating plans tor the development 
and extension ot the program. 
A research director was appointed to assist in the development ot research 
studies and evaluative techniques. He directed prooedures of identitication, 
developed experimental designs tor comparative methods ot meeting the needs ot 
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gifted and t.alented children, and established methods for gathering data in 
studies of the characteristics ot giftedness. 
A conaultant was appointed from the teaching staff of the schools. He made 
regular calls in the schools engaged in the project, assilting in the develop-
ment of in-service pl"ograms for teacbers. 
A building coordinator, who was a member of the starf and who wu released 
half time from teaching, wu appointed by the principal in each school involwd 
in the project. The coordinator, with the steering committee appointed from 
among the teachers in the school, administered the identification tests and 
planned the project. for the school. Assisted by the consultant, the coordinator 
in each school encouraged teachers as they attempted to meet the needs of the 
gifted in the homeroom. He arranged field trips, gathered instructional 
material, invited source persons to the school, and compiled necessary data for 
research studies and reports. 
High school students difter in their abilities J interests, aiJns, and in 
their post high school plans. These differences are considered in pl"Ogren 
planning in Portland high schools. 
Over half of the high school student population in Portland enters some 
twe of higher education attar graduation. The school system has a responsibili 
ty for developing a program of studies whieh will equip these stUdents to enter 
higher institutions and progress in their chosen fields. The school system 
also bas a responsibility for program development that will provide potential 
college-bound studenw with a balanced program of studies to give breadth to 
their educational experience. 
In the Portland. program those who are identified as advanced or t.alented 
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are given opport.unit.ies to enroll in educat.ional enrichment (EE) sections at 
subject courses. Advanced seminars for senior students are also available. 
Students are oouueled into olasses on an individual basis according to abilit,.. 
and interest. For example" a student may be in an EE section in mathematics 
and a regular section in English. This pattern may a.pply to a.ny ot the subjeot 
fields ottered in high school. Because of the nature of the work in EE cwses 
and seminars. few students are counseled into more than one of these sections. 
From the beginning the key person in the development of the "educational 
enrichment" program in each high school was the principal. Under his leader-
ship the high school developed its OWll program to fit the requirements of its 
students within the general framework established during the ear 11' years of the 
program. 
In order to pr'ovide sufficient teacher titoe for carrying out special pro-
visions for advanced students I from one to two and one-half additional teachers 
are provided eaoh school, depending on the size of t.he school. In earlier year. 
an additional one and one-half teachers was assigned to each high school. Part 
ot the additional teacher time was used to release a member of the high school 
taculty to serve as coordinator ot the ''EE'' program. The rest of the time was 
used to provide special classes for both intellectually gifted and talented 
stUdents. 
The principal appointed a member of his faculty to serve u coordinator at 
t.he program. The coordinator wu released troIll one or more teaching periods to 
compile data and other pertinent information" to prepare tentative clus lists 
tor seminars and special classes, to work with a steering committee in planning 
the appropriate school program" to prepare reports .s needed, and to assist 
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teachers in acquiring needed books and materials. 
The principal appointed representative teachers in the school to act as 
the steering oo_ittee tor the program. the vice-principal in charge of 
curriculum and the program coordinator were also members ot the steering oommi-
ttee. This croup met to determine the type of program needed in the school, to 
examine the rosters ot identified students, to make recommendations concerning 
provisions tor individual students, to evaluate progress periodically, and to 
auut in establishing training courses tor teachers. 
the high school oounselors pl818d an active role in identifYing gifted 
students, in adrls1ng stUdents in their selection of cCNrses, and in helping 
students to make decisions concerning the seleotion ot a college, and tbe se-
leotion ot a vocation. 
Under the oooperat.ive aspects ot the program, Reed Oollege made available 
protessors in various tields as consultants to high sohool teachers. bse con-
sultants oonducted summer workshops, and in-service training cluses during the 
year to assist teaohers with methods and material. tor providing appropriate 
experiences tor gifted students. The consultants were also available during the 
,ear to assist teachers on an individual buis in tinding books and materials 
in developing units. They gave some lectures to olasses on selected topics, and 
sat in with cluBes to discuss the meaning ot materials which theT bad studied. 
A variety ot speoial oluses were provided tor girted stUdents. These in-
oluded speoial sections ot regular classes, seminars in aoademic subjeots, com-
prehensive seminars, and speoial talent cwses. All ot these cluses enjoyed 
one oommon advantage ... -relati va homogeneity ot ability, whioh made possible the 
use ot more difticult and. speoialized materials and more appropriate olus 
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procedures. Instead ot the unilateral teacher--student relationship which mAT 
tend to prevail in the heterogeneous classes, intra-student discussions were 
frequent and profitable in the special class with the teacher acting as critica~ 
participant. As attitudes ot critical responsibility developed in the cla.ss 8.8 
a whole, students often found themselYes participating in the teaching process. 
A special section was planned as an enrichment class ot normal size, 
twenty-five to thirty-tive members, made up ot etudents ot high ability in a 
particular subject who tollowed the regular Portland course of study which was 
expanded and enriohed and used more mature materials than those unally tried 
in regular claases. In the early years ot the program noh 01ass88 ware rather 
rare. After some experience with suoh classes, they became quite oommon in 
most high schools. The,. mq be found in all grades £rom Bille through twelve 
and are generally offered in the four academic subjects--Eng11sh, social 
studi .. , soience, and mathematics. They varied somewhat in their nature over 
the years. Moat t1])10&11,. they were eleotive and did not follow a prescribed 
cour sa of study. TheT were sometimes taken as an extra course of study in 
addition to the regalar courses in a subject, but in some schools they were 
sometimes taken instead of the reglllar course. In the first year of the 
program no credit or grades werE; given, but it was found that expecting high 
quality- work without a grade or cred1t., while ideally suitable, is unrealistic 
in the light of the demands upon the stUdents' time. Grades and credit are nov 
given tor all seminars. 
The moat t7,pical attributes of t.he seminara were their small size a.nd 
their method. By the seminar method is meant a. more or lass logioal syatem. of 
trTinc to t1nd out how an experience, book, or event might be interproeted, 
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together with an awareness that interpretations are tentative and subject to 
modification in the light of new evidence. It was developed as a method that 
put the premiun on the pursuit of truth rather than its attainment. It 
required the participants to define their own problems, to draw their own 
conclusiou, and to focus their expectations on themselves rather than on the 
instructor. 
Wherever possible, pri.ma.ry" sources and related authoritative commentaries 
were used. 'l'he emphasis was on an original personal reaction by the student to 
the material he read, without the intrusion of pre-digested interpretationa, 
including those ot the teacher. 
The pt"eparation of something tor the record was developed as one cul.m.1na-
ting phase of the seminar }rocess. The precise comparison ot contradicto1'7 
propositions, amplification of a single proposition, definition of the problem 
without reference to the solution are examples of techniques which wre 
introduced to the students. 
Discussions of a variety of challenging materials made the students aware 
that the various a'Venues of approaching problems, the necessity for withholding 
judgment, the process ot gaining new concepts is a life-long process. More 
skillful writing vas the result of learning to define a problem, interpret 
material, and draw conclusions based on their own appreciation. The creati'n 
use of material vas stres.ed and eftected more satisfactorily in the seminar. 
The successtul seminar required an atmosphere of cordial, mutual interest. 
It became evident that a feeling of freedom and responsibility is necessary it 
the students are to tultill their desire to develop a concept more tully' or 
pursue an idea at greater length. In this atmosphere there was developed a 
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respect tor difterences in personality, modes ot expression, and types of oral 
contribution. 
The comprehensive seminar was a class in whioh selected students were 
rotated trom. t.eacher to teacher at intervals ot some weeks, giving students an 
overview of tour subject tields during the first semestera English (or 
semantics), mathemat.ics, social studies, and science. Some time was also given 
to group disousion procedures, improTelllent of study habits, and vocabulary 
build.i:ng. During the .econd semester, students concentrated in the subject ot 
their major interest. Comprehensive seminars were experimented wit.h for two 
years in two ot the high schools. They were abandoned because t.he,. seemed to 
be making too heavy a demand on student. time and because many students 
expressed a desire tor more intensive stu~ in the subject of their special 
interest. However, many teachers still regret the possibly premature abandon-
ment ot t.his "general eduoat.ion" approach and hope that it may be tried again. 
Special cl&88es were oftered tor stUdents with exceptional talent. Classes 
were ottered in '9Ooal and instrumental MUsio, music theory and composition, art 
creative writing, and dramatics. 
Because ot the prevailing educational practices in Portland, advanced 
students were generally assigned to MEE" cl .. ses in only one or two subjeots. 
For the remainder of their aubjects they were in regular cluses with students 
ot a wide range ot abilities. This made it neoessary tor teachers in regular 
cwses to make plans tor stimulating the more gilied students in the clus. 
A variet.y ot procedures was used. Some t.eachers planned study time tor the 
class while theY' worked with a smaller group_ SOme teachers held group 
conferences with able students tor the interchange ot ideas. Some teaohers gave 
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the. same assignment to the entire 01as8, assigning able students more oomplex 
approaohes to the general theme. Gifted students were sometimes programmed to 
the teacher's study hall tor oonferenoes. 
Teaohers ot 'lEE" olasses generally taught onlT one suoh olass and four 
regular owses. Many ot them adapted the materials and methods which they 
tound sucoessful in their "EE" cla8ses to enrioh the aotivitie8 of able student. 
in their regular classes. 
From the very beginning the Portland program was concerned with the 
problems ot etfecting a smooth transition for the gitted child, from high school 
to college. In order to explore these problema further, three sohool-college 
conterences were sponsored by the Gifted Child Program. The purpose was to 
explain the features ot the public school program tor exceptionally endowed hig~ 
sohool students and to identify problems ari8ing in the transition ot suoh 
ltudents trom high 8chool to college. OVer halt of the high school student 
population in Portland enters some t1P8 of higher education after graduation. 
The sohool S78tem ba8 a responsibility for developing a program of studies which 
will equip these students to enter higher institutions and progress in their 
ohosen !,ielda. This ambitious program betokens the importance ot a strong 
program in any' community. Mr. Clifford Williams, supervisor of the Gifted Child 
Program in Portland has said it is very important that the gitted ohild have the 
opportunity "to use· his mind because he will be the thinker in tomorrow's 
society." In the Portland schools, he said, children are being educated 
"according to their ability to learn and their ability to think." 
Eduoation in a democracy assumes the obligation ot providing opportunity to 
m.aximum. growth in selt-expres8ion and selt-realization tor each student. An 
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appropriate program for gifted students is important primaril1' because it alfore ~ 
opportunities to increase the depth and scope of their learning. 
Another important feature of such a program is related to the school's 
obligation to promote the general welfare. In a civilization dependent upon an 
increasingly large number of scientists, mathematicians, technicians, and 
others with special training, it is imperative that more attention be given to 
identification and development of students with special talents. The seminar 
method of worldng with very able students gives opportunity for the development 
of indi'rldual special interests and abilities. As students receive special 
attention in the areas of their individual interests, the high school takes the 
first step toward providing a more nearly adequate supply of trained 
specialists. 
This chapter defined giftedness as adopted by the Portland Gifted Child 
Program, and discussed the philosophy of the identification program, and the 
methods and techniques used in identification. It also showed how the Gifted 
Child Program evolved in Portland, why it is considered to be a very important 
part of the curriculum, and gave a survey of the general organization of the 
Portland Gifted Child Program. 
A survey of the literature of the gifted child showed that concern for the 
education of gifted children is not a new problem. At least since the time of 
Plato educators have been concerned with how to provide a suitable education for 
the gifted child. In spite of this long-time concern, little has been done 
systematically to build educational programs which will challenge the superior 
child. Up to the twentieth century the gifted child was the most neglected in 
our schools. 'rhis may be attributed to a philosophy' that favors group 
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instruction and the assumption that the superior child can get along with or 
without instruction. However, the emerging philosophy that education must be 
concerned with each individual and with all kinds ot growth in each individual 
demands that special attention be gi Yen to the gifted. 
A survey ot the general organization ot the Portland Gifted Child Program 
was given. 
CHAPTER IV 
SYNTHESIS OF THE GUIDANCE PROGRAM AND THE GIF'l'ED CHILD 
The Portland guidanoe and oounseling program exists tor speoifio purposes, 
one ot these being tor the identifioation of gifted or talented students, and 
the making of plans that these students will reoeive a ohallenging program. 
Counseling aids the gitted in developing an understanding of themselves 
and their relation to society-. Skillful "selt-directive" oounseling will help 
them acquire a sense of social responsibility- for their gifts. The gifted 
child, in order to attain his best mental health, must have wholesome, 
satisty-1ng human relations and socially aooeptable attitudes toward himselt 
and his fellow man. "'l'be democratic ideal can be most fully attained wben 
everY' individual bas opportunitY' for educational experience commensurate with 
his abilities and for vocational responsibilities commensurate with his 
1 ~al1tioations." 
The sohool must ofter broad, funotional guidance programs whioh will 
enable teachers and aan,inistrators to interpret all students' abilities, in-
terests, achievement, and adjustment status. This must be done in ways that 
will enable each individual student to understand his abilities, interests, and 
lEduoation of the Gifted, Educational Polioies Commission, National 
Educat!on Association, 'Wash!ngton, D. C., 19$0, p. 4. 
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personality characteristics, to develop them to his life goals, and finally to 
arrive at a state of complete and mature self-guidance as a contributing 
citizen of a democratic society. 
Individual counseling is an essential step in encouraging the talented. 
The interpretation of tests to students, parents, and school staffs must be 
done by specially trained counselors who know the meaning and limitations of 
tests and who understand student motivation. Oounseling is a difficult and 
specialized task which cannot be performed adequately even by good teachers 
if they lack this special training. 
It 18 apparent that the counseling-gifted child program has been well 
accepted by the community as shown by the considerable positive interest of 
Portland parents and students. 
Teacher and administrative enthusiasm for this cooperative effort has been 
high too, and there is evidence that in working to increase the opportunities 
for the gifted children, teachers have imporved the educational climate for all 
children. 
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